
BLUE ECONOMY AXIOMS



Open source community
• In general, open source refers to any program whose source code is 

made available for use or modification as users or other developers 
see fit. 

• Open source projects is usually developed as a public collaboration 
and made freely available.

• "I wish the Blue Economy to be an open source community that 
inspires the young at heart and in age to become entrepreneurs 
who want to make a difference." 

• Gunter Pauli



FIRST DESIGN PRINCIPLE

• No one species eats its own waste; whatever is waste for one, is 
food for another species belonging to another kingdom

• If industry were to re-use all its own waste, then it decreases its 
flexibility and increases the risk of failure.

• The waste of one industry should be used as a value-added input for 
another industry.



SECOND DESIGN PRINCIPLE

• Whatever is a toxin for a species belonging to one kingdom will be 
neutral, or a nutrient, for another species in at least one other 
kingdom.

As humans we tend to classify things that are toxic only from a 
human point of view. We assume that anything that is toxic for us 
must also be toxic for all other species in every kingdom. 

• If one species eliminates toxins within its own system, it will 
degenerate.



THIRD DESIGN PRINCIPLE
• Whenever highly complex ecosystems operate, viruses to remain 

inactive and even disappear without causing harm passing through 
at least 2 other kingdom.

• The reality, though, is that viruses are kingdom-specific and can be 
eliminated if we apply the first design principle. The reason why the 
slaughter-house practice of boiling waste meat prior to feeding it to 
other cattle won’t necessarily work is precisely because of the first 
design principle. 

• If we attempt to kill viruses within the same system, over time it will 
degenerate.



FOURTH DESIGN PRINCIPLE

• The more diverse and local the systems, the more efficient and 
resilient their operations. When systems are more efficient and 
more resilient, the more diverse and the more local they are 
operating.

A system that is local will be more efficient and resilient. Companies 
are in search of local supply and better integration into the local 
economy. Whereas global (out)sourcing, supply chain management 
and customer relations are considered key components of a successful 
business, the capacity to be local globally requires a new wave of 
creative and innovative strategies.

• If non-native species are forced to become part of the ecosystem, it 
will degenerate.



FIFTH DESIGN PRINCIPLE

• All kingdoms combined, integrate and separate matter at ambient 
temperature and pressure.

• Industry has set up a supply chain management which delivers 
components within very precise and uniform parameters. 

• All assembly and disassembly requires high temperature and 
pressure, causing pollution and entropy. It is considered that the use 
of chemistry, temperature and pressure speed up production and 
facilitates standardization.



• Creativity and innovation on the other hand is the only way to find 
the best of both worlds. If industry emulates the “all-inclusive 
approach” of nature, it will be able to produce more efficiently, at 
lower, cost-slashing energy needs. 

• When business understands the five kingdoms and the four design 
principles, as well as the principle of sustainability as defined before, 
then it will realize that there is a tremendous potential for creativity, 
innovation and leadership redefining the competitive framework of 
business for decades to come.



The New Axioms of Economics and Management

• The debate about theory and science has to be complemented with 
another debate about economics. The past decade offered us a 
chance to see what many had felt for years: the economic and 
management system based on core business and driven by cash flow 
analysis is not able to respond to the basic needs for all. 

• We have to broaden these observations of the economics that permit 
us to respond to the basic needs of all with what we have, in 
particular our culture, traditions and ecosystems.

• We must test and improve the ideas, engage in a never-ending 
quest to imagine that economic system that is indeed creative and 
innovative, where leadership thrives and risks are taken for the 
betterment of all. This will require input from many creative 
thinkers, preferably those who have never studied economics 
before.



The Biomimicry of Systems
• “Nature does not know the concept of waste”.

• If one takes the time to simply sit and look at the marvels of nature, it is 
impossible not to be fascinated. If one just sees what is out there, one cannot but 
sense so much respect and admiration.

"Nature runs on sunlight. Nature uses only the energy it needs. Nature fits form 
to function. Nature recycles everything. Nature rewards cooperation. Nature 
banks on diversity. Nature demands local expertise. Nature curbs excesses from 
within. Nature taps the power of limits."
—Janine Benyus in Biomimicry, Keynote Speaker at the 10th Anniversary World 
Congress on ZERI

How many people know what we are talking about? This tremendously 
challenging debate and dialogue around the three themes cannot remain the 
realm of a happy few. 

• This dialogue will have to be undertaken in parallel with major educational 
initiatives. It is impossible to learn only through dialogue and experience, we do 
learn most when teaching!



Perspective
• From an environmental perspective, the elimination of waste 

represents the ultimate solution to pollution problems that threaten 
ecosystems at both local and global levels. 

• For industry, Zero Emissions means greater competitiveness and 
represents a continuation of its inevitable drive towards efficiency. 

• For governments, the full use of raw materials creates new industries 
and generates jobs even as it raises productivity. Moreover, it 
provides the means to feed, clothe and house their populations 
without destroying the ability of future generations to do the same.



• The Blue Economy replaces bad with good. 

• For example, fire- and flame-retardants produced from food-grade ingredients 
protect without endangering our food supply or poisoning our homes. Blue 
transcends green because it does not depend on wealth or capital to afford 
economic or ecological savings. Instead, it orders and joins processes through 
the wisdom of nature.

• It works in the First World; it works in the Third World. It produces revenue rather 
than promises of something good downstream. It produces jobs.

• Biomimicry has shown us the wonders nature can teach us. Yet, these ideas have 
had no appreciable effect on even First World economies with capital, much less 
Third Word economies without. 



• Every people, every nation needs pragmatic means to achieve 
sustainability and resource efficiency. 

• The principles of the Blue Economy will work because they can be, 
and have already been, adopted in commerce, large and small. 

• The Blue Economy seeks sustainability by creating economic  
value. Business can use these principles to become more efficient, to 
provide jobs and to earn income while reducing the risks and social 
costs of pollution.

• Young entrepreneurs, and entrepreneurs young at heart can 
develop sustainable enterprises that offer meaningful work, 
valuable products and social equity. 


